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Consumer Countries/Markets 
      

 

Top 10 UK wine brands by value 
 
The top two wine brands by value in the UK have both managed to clinch the top spots despite 
seeing a dip in value sales compared to the previous year, according to the latest figures.  

 
According to the latest figures Hardys has retained pole position, despite a 3% dip on the previous 
year. Blossom Hill also held onto its number two spot, although it slid by 15%.  

 

1 Hardys  
2 Blossom Hill  
3 Echo Falls  

4 Casillero del Diablo  
5 Mcguigan  
6 Barefoot  

7 Gallo  
8 Isla Negra  
9 Jacobs Creek  
10 Yellow Tail  

 
Click here to read more 

 
  

 

Global Trends - Beverages 
      

 

An insider´s guide to the US bulk wine market 
 
The process starts with understanding how the US bulk wine market operates.  
 

Tier One  

The first and most important tier of the US bulk wine trade belongs to wine negociants or brokers. 
Such brokers offer services ranging from grape and bulk wine brokerage to global bulk wine 
trading, evaluations and strategic branding.  

 
Tier Two  
Wine industry classifieds make up the second strata of the bulk wine business. These classifieds 
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may appear in newspapers, industry publications or online and through websites. The classifieds 
will list available bulk grapes, or the specifications of ready-made wines, and potential buyers then 

contact the supplier directly.  
 
Tier Three  
The third section of the bulk wine trade market is known as the ‘whisper market’, where trade is 

conducted via personal relationships only. Products are not listed anywhere and nor is 
transactional data publicly available; nevertheless, this market accounts for a sizeable share of the 
bulk wine trade.  

 
Why bulk wine?  
Bulk wine is traded for many reasons, from the need to create a blend using a varietal that’s not 

available locally, to a need for more wine because of a poor vintage, all the way to private label.  
 
On the other side, producers sometimes have excess grapes or wine that they can’t use 
themselves, and the bulk wine market offers them a way to sell that excess. Wineries – 

unfortunately – also occasionally find themselves stuck with excess wine because a buyer has 
failed to make a payment or pick up the stock.  
 

But although there are good reasons why the bulk market exists, there’s also a good reason why 
the whisper market exists. It’s commonly believed –wrongly – that excess wine is always poor 
quality. As a result, engaging openly in the bulk wine market has the potential to tarnish the 

reputation of a winery otherwise known for its award-winning wines.  
 
Click here to read more  
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